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Abstract
The compare-and-swap register (CAS) is a synchronization primitive for lock-free algorithms. Most uses
of it, however, suffer from the so-called ABA problem. The simplest and most efﬁcient solution to the ABA
problem is to include a tag with the memory location such that the tag is incremented with each update of
the target location. This solution, however, is theoretically unsound and has limited applicability. This paper
presents a general lock-free pattern that is based on the synchronization primitiveCASwithout causing ABA
problem or problems with wrap around. It can be used to provide lock-free functionality for any data type.
Our algorithm is aCAS variation of Herlihy’sLL/SCmethodology for lock-free transformation. The basis of
our techniques is to poll different locations on reading and writing objects in such a way that the consistency
of an object can be checked by its location instead of its tag. It consists of simple code that can be easily
implemented using C-like languages. A true problem of lock-free algorithms is that they are hard to design
correctly, which even holds for apparently straightforward algorithms. We therefore develop a reduction
theorem that enables us to reason about the general lock-free algorithm to be designed on a higher level
than the synchronization primitives. The reduction theorem is based on Lamport’s reﬁnement mappings,
and has been veriﬁed with the higher-order interactive theorem prover PVS. Using the reduction theorem,
fewer invariants are required and some invariants are easier to discover and formulate without considering
the internal structure of the ﬁnal implementation.
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1. Introduction
We are interested in designing efﬁcient data structures and algorithms on shared-memory
multiprocessors. A natural model for these machines is an asynchronous parallel machine, in which
the processes may execute instructions at a different rate, and are subject to long delays. On such
machines, processes often need to coordinate with each other via shared data structures. In order to
prevent the corruption of these concurrent objects, processes need a mechanism for synchronizing
their access. The traditional approach is to explicitly synchronize access to shared data by different
processes to ensure correct behaviors of the overall system, using synchronization primitives such
as semaphores, monitors, guarded statements, mutex locks, etc. Consequently the operations of
different processes on a shared data structure should appear to be serialized: if two operations exe-
cute simultaneously, the system guarantees the same result as if one of them is arbitrarily executed
before the other.
If the blocked process is performing a high-priority or real-time task, it is highly undesirable to
halt its progress. Due to blocking, the classical synchronization paradigms using locks can incur
many problems such as long delays, convoying, priority inversion and deadlock. Using locks also
involves a trade-off between coarse-grained locking which can signiﬁcantly reduce opportunities
for parallelism, and ﬁne-grained locking which requires more careful design and is more prone to
bugs.
This state of affairs has led to the search for lock-free concurrent data structures [10]. A con-
current data structure is lock-free [10,6] if it guarantees that after a ﬁnite number of steps of any
operation on the data structure, some operation completes. Indeed, lock-free data structures are
immune from the aforementioned problems. In addition, they can offer progress guarantees, and
increase performance by allowing extra concurrency.
Herlihy [10] has shown that the compare-and-swap (CAS) primitive and the similar load-linked
(LL)/store-conditional (SC ) are universal primitives that solve the consensus problem. A number
of researchers, e.g. [4,5,11,12,18,20], have proposed techniques for designing lock-free concurrent
data structures. The basis of these techniques is using some synchronization primitives such asCAS
or LL/SC .
Manymachines provide eitherCAS orLL/SC , but not both.All architectures that supportLL/SC
restrict memory accesses between LL and SC . Furthermore, most kinds of hardware do not provide
the complete semantics of LL/SC that might be expected by some program designers. For example,
the cache-coherence mechanism may let SC fail spuriously, i.e., a SC operation may fail if a cached
word is selected for replacement by the cache protocol. Some machines such as DEC Alpha and
PowerPC, also restrict LL/SC operations from being concurrently executed since LL and SC are
implemented using only one tag bit per processor.
The CAS operation takes the address of a memory location, an expected value, and a new
value. If the location contains the expected value, the CAS operations atomically stores the new
value in the location and returns true. Otherwise, the contents of the location remain unchanged,
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and the CAS returns false. The CAS is said to succeed when it returns true, and to fail when it
returns false.
Associated with most uses of CAS (and restricted LL/SC ) is the ABA problem [15], which can be
described as follows [6]. A typical way to use CAS is to read a value —call it A— from a location,
and to then use CAS to attempt to change the location fromA to a new value. The intent is often to
ensure that the CAS succeeds only if the location’s value does not change between the read and the
CAS . However, the location might change to a different value B and then back to A again between
the read and the CAS, in which case the CAS succeeds. This phenomenon is known as the ABA
problem and is a common source of bugs in CAS-based algorithms.
The simplest and most efﬁcient solution to the ABA problem is to include a tag with the memory
location such that the tag is incremented with each update of the target location [24]. This solution
with tags in principle requires that the tags are unbounded. The practical solution of taking 32-bit
integers for the tags gives an inﬁnitesimal but positive probability of misbehaviour by wrap around.
In practice, this solution worked for 32-bit architectures that supported double-wordCAS . Accord-
ing to [6], the technique cannot be used in the emerging 64-bit architectures that only support 64-bit
CAS . Our present algorithm does not have this problem.
1.1. Using CAS for atomic read-and-modify
In this paper, we develop a reduction theorem, Theorem 4.1, that enables us to reason about a
lock-free program on a higher level than the synchronization primitives. The algorithm enables us
to atomically inspect andmodify the contents of a system of N variables of the same type, by means
of K  N + 2P implemented variables and N + K CAS registers with values bounded by K . Here,
P is the number of processes. One can take K = N + 2P , but bigger K will give better performance.
Our algorithm is a generalization of Herlihy’s general methodology for lock-free transformation
[11]. The basis of our techniques is to poll different locations on reading and writing objects, in
such a way that the consistency of an object can be checked by its location instead of its tag. It
consists of simple code that can be easily implemented using C-like languages.
Theorem 4.1 is based on reﬁnement mappings as described by Lamport [17], which are used
to prove that a lower-level speciﬁcation correctly implements a higher-level one. Using the reduc-
tion theorem, fewer invariants are required and some invariants are easier to discover and formulate,
without considering the internal structure of the ﬁnal implementation. In particular, nested loops
in the algorithm may be eliminated at a time.
In [9], we have shown a similar reduction theorem for reducing lock-free implementations using
LL/SC . This time, we aim to provide a correct lock-free transformation using CAS .
1.2. Related work
The ﬁeld of lock-free algorithms and data structures is very active and rapidly growing. Here, we
only mention some recent contributions.
One can distinguish three levels, but several of the papers to be listed serve on more than one
level. On the highest level there are lock-free implementations of memory management systems [23]
and garbage collectors [8], and special data structures like queues [22], linked lists, and hash tables
[7,21,25].
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There is an intermediate level where the primitives CAS or LL/SC are used to build atomic
abstractions that can be used in the constructions of the higher levels. Our present algorithm ﬁts
into this level since it enables us to concurrently inspect and modify the contents of a system of
variables and its speciﬁcation was designed for use in the garbage collector of [8]. This is also the
level of Michael’s safe memory reclamation technique [22], and of partial memory management
algorithms like in [12,14].
On the lowest level, there are implementations of LL/SC by means of CAS or restricted
forms of LL/SC . In combination with our LL/SC -based algorithm of [9], these could be used
to construct solutions to our present speciﬁcation. As far as we know, the ﬁrst lock-free im-
plementation of LL/SC from CAS are in [2,24]. Both algorithms only implement small LL/SC
objects. The ﬁrst practical implementations of LL/SC using CAS are due to Jayanti and Pet-
rovic [16]. The space requirements of their implementations do not scale well when the number
of LL/SC variables is large. In order to implement N LL/SC variables, their algorithms require
O(N) local variables per process. This amounts to O(NP) space for a system of P processes,
in contrast to O(N + P) space that, e.g., our algorithm requires. To improve on Jayanti and
Petrovic’s implementations, Doherty et al. [6] and Michael [23] present lock-free algorithms
that use O(N + P) space and O(N) space, respectively. Since the algorithms of [2,6,12,23,24]
employ version numbers to eliminate the ABA problem, their theoretical correctness depends
on unbounded version numbers.
2. Preliminaries
The machine architecture that we have in mind is based on modern shared-memory multi-
processors that can access a common shared address space. There can be several processes run-
ning on a single processor. Let us assume there are P ( 1) concurrently executing sequential
processes.
The processes communicate by reading and writing shared variables. All processes have their
own private variables. A collection of values of all variables, shared and private, is called a
state of the system. The set of all states is called the state space and is denoted . If C is a
command, we write C.p to denote the transition relation between states that corresponds to
execution of command C by process p . So (s, t) ∈ C.p indicates that in state s process p can
do a step C that establishes state t. When discussing the effect of a transition C.p from state
s to state t on a variable v, we write v for the value of v in state s and v′ for the value of
v in state t. The union of the transition relations of all commands for process p is the step
relation of p , denoted by N .p .
Not all variables are equally relevant for the speciﬁcation. The speciﬁcation formalism therefore
includes an observable state space 0, and allows us to specify an observation function :  → 0.
Usually, 0 is spanned by a selection of the variables spanning , and is a restriction of the state
to these so-called visible variables. We assume that all levels of speciﬁcations under consideration
have the same observable state space 0.
We use the convention that shared variables are written in type writer font and the private vari-
ables are slanted. Outside of the programs, a private variable v of process p is denoted
by v.p .
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2.1. Speciﬁcations
We deﬁne a speciﬁcation S to be a ﬁve-tuple (,,,N ,L) where  is the state space,  is the
observation function, is the predicate that indicates the initial states, N is the next state relation,
and L is the supplementary property of the system (i.e., a predicate on inﬁnite sequences of states
to express liveness properties). It follows that the triple (,,N ) is a transition system [19].
The next-state relation N is supposed to be reﬂexive. In this way, stuttering steps are allowed,
i.e., steps in which the state does not change. These may represent invisible internal steps. In the
presence of several processes as above, we have N = id ∪⋃p N .p where id is the identity relation.
The supplementary property L is a liveness property to ensure that eventually something good
happens. Such a property is needed since the transition system only speciﬁes safety requirements
and has no kind of fairness conditions or liveness assumptions built into it.
An inﬁnite sequence of states, say , is deﬁned to be an execution of speciﬁcation S if it satisﬁes
the initial predicate  and the next-state relation N , i.e., (0) holds and (n, n+1) ∈ N for all n.
We deﬁne a behavior of S to be an execution that also satisﬁes the supplementary property L. The
visible behaviors of S are the inﬁnite sequences obtained by applying  to the behaviors of S .
A speciﬁcation Sc is deﬁned to implement a speciﬁcation Sa if every visible behavior of Sc is also
a visible behavior of Sa, possibly after adding stutterings to it [1]. In this situation, Sc is regarded as
the concrete speciﬁcation and Sa as the abstract one.
When arguing about the correctness of programs and algorithms, it is preferable to use so-called
assertional methods that reduce the investigations from behaviors to states and the next state rela-
tion as much as possible. Therefore, reﬁnement mappings are introduced to prove implementation
relations.
2.2. Reﬁnement mappings
Let Sc = (c,c,c,Nc,Lc) and Sa = (a,a,a,Na,La) be speciﬁcations, where Sc is regard-
ed as concrete and Sa as abstract. A function ϕ : c → a is deﬁned to be a reﬁnement mapping
from Sc to Sa, notation ϕ : Sc  Sa, if it satisﬁes:
(1) function ϕ preserves the observations: a(ϕ(s)) = c(s) for every s ∈ c.
(2) function ϕ maps initial states into initial states: c(s) ⇒ a(ϕ(s)) for every s ∈ c.
(3) function ϕ preserves the next state relation: there is an invariant Q on c such that, for every
pair of states (s, t) ∈ Nc with Q(s), it holds that (ϕ(s),ϕ(t)) ∈ Na.
(4) function ϕ maps behaviors of Sc into behaviors of Sa.
In our application below, we indeed need an invariant Q as allowed in condition 3. The following
theorem of [1] is well-known and easy to prove.
Theorem 2.1. If there exists a reﬁnement mapping from Sc to Sa, then Sc implements Sa.
Reﬁnement mappings give us the ability to reduce an implementation by reducing its compo-
nents in relative isolation, and then gluing the reductions together with the same structure as the
implementation. Atomicity guarantees that a parallel execution of a program gives the same results
as a sequential and nondeterministic execution. This allows us to use the reﬁnement calculus for
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stepwise reﬁnement of transition systems [3]. Essentially, the reduction theorem allows us to design
and verify the program on a higher level of abstraction. The big advantage is that substantial pieces
of the concrete program can be dealt with as atomic statements on the higher level.
The reﬁnement relation is transitive, which means that we do not have to reduce the implemen-
tation in one step, but can proceed from the implementation to the speciﬁcation through a series of
smaller steps.
2.3. Synchronization primitives
Traditional multiprocessor architectures have included hardware support only for low-level
synchronization primitives such as CAS and LL/SC , while high-level synchronization primitives
such as locks, barriers, and condition variables have to be implemented in software.
CAS atomically compares the contents of a location with a value and, if they match, stores a new
value at the location. The semantics of CAS is given by equivalent atomic statements below.
proc CAS(ref x; in old , new) : bool =
〈 if x = old then x := new ; return true
else return false ﬁ 〉
LL and SC are a pair of instructions, closely related to the CAS, and together implement an atomic
Read/Write cycle. InstructionLL ﬁrst reads the content of amemory location, say x, andmarks it as
“reserved” (not “locked”). If no other processor changes the content ofx in between, the subsequent
SC operation of the same process succeeds and modiﬁes the value stored; otherwise it fails. There
is also a validate instruction VL to check whether x was not modiﬁed since the corresponding
LL instruction was executed. For the semantics of LL, SC and VL, we refer the interested reader
to [9].
An atomic counter can be implemented by fetch-and-increment (FAI ) and fetch-and-decrement
(FAD) given below. Both operations return the original value of a memory location after atomically
increment and decrement the counter, respectively. From hardware point of view, they are simpler
versions of CAS .
proc FAI (ref x) : int =
〈 x := x + 1; return x − 1; 〉
FAD is declared analogously. When FAI and FAD are not available on the machine architecture,
they can be easily implemented by CAS and LL/SC . For example, FAI can be implemented by CAS
in the following lock-free way:
proc FAI (ref x) : int =
local y ;
loop
y := x ;
if CAS(x, y , y + 1) then return y ﬁ
end
end
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3. The lock-free pattern
At the cost of copying an object’s data before an operation, Herlihy [11] introduced a
general methodology to transfer a sequential implementation of any data structure into a lock-
free synchronization by means of synchronization primitives LL and SC . Below in section 3.1, we
describe this methodology and its formalization as done in [9].
This paper is devoted to an implementation of this interface by means of CAS . The interface
is given in Fig. 1. There are P processes, concurrently involved in inspecting and modifying the
contents of N shared nodes of type nodeType, interleaved with other activity.
For each process, this is modelled by means of an inﬁnite loop in which the process alternates
between a1 and a2. At a1, process p does some noncritical activity on a shared variable pub and its
own private variables priv .p and tm.p , and determines an index x.p for a node to modify in the
next step. At a2, it conditionally modiﬁes Node[x.p] based on the value of priv .p , which may yield
a result tm.p . The action at a2 is enclosed by angular brackets 〈. . .〉 to indicate that it is deﬁned as
atomic. More precisely, we use
(1) noncrit(ref pub : aType, priv : bType; in tm : cType; out x : [1 . . .N ]) represents an atom-
ic noncritical action on variables pub and priv according to the value of tm, and chooses an
index x of a shared node to be accessed.
(2) guard(in nd : nodeType, priv : bType), a nonatomic boolean test on the variable nd of
node Type. It may depend on private variable priv .
(3) com(ref nd : nodeType; in priv : bType; out tm : cType) : a nonatomic action on the var-
iable nd of nodeType with result parameter tm. It is allowed to inspect private variable priv .
Fig. 1. Interface Sa.
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The private variable tm is separated from priv since this enables us to assume that command com
does not modify priv and yields tm as a result. Notice that guard and com are speciﬁed as non-
atomic, but that command a2 is speciﬁed as atomic. The atomicity must be guaranteed by the
implementation.
In speciﬁcation Sa, lock-freedom is expressed by means of an auxiliary shared variable opc that
counts the number of completed operations. This variable is therefore incremented in a2. Lock-free-
dom now means that, whenever some process is in an operation, i.e., not at a1, then eventually opc
increases.
In the lock-free pattern, we are not interested in the internal details of these schematic commands
but in their behavior with respect to lock-freedom.
In both implementations, we use a nonatomic read operation
read(ref nd : nodeType, in nv : nodeType),
that reads the value from nv into the variable nd. If nv is modiﬁed during read , the resulting value
of nd is unspeciﬁed but type correct, and no error occurs.
3.1. The lock-free implementation using LL/SC
In [9], we formalized Herlihy’s methodology [11] for transferring a sequential implementation Sa
of any data structure into a lock-free synchronization Sll/sc given in Fig. 2, using synchronization
Fig. 2. Lock-free implementation Sll/sc of Sa.
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Fig. 3. Lock-free implementation Sc of Sa.
primitives LL/SC . This section is only a conceptual preparation for the lock-free implementation
using CAS, which will be presented in the Section 3.2.
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Herlihy’s methodology [11] can be described as follows. A process that needs access to a shared
object pointed by x performs a loop of the following steps: (1) read x using an LL operation to
gain access to the object’s data area; (2) make a private copy of the indicated version of the object
(note that this action need not be atomic); (3) perform the desired operation on the private copy to
make a new version; (4) ﬁnally, call a SC operation on x to attempt to swing the pointer from the
old version to the new version. The SC operation will fail when some other process has modiﬁed
x since the LL operation, in which case the process has to repeat these steps until consistency is
satisﬁed. The loop is nonblocking because at least one out of every P attempts must succeed within
ﬁnite time. Of course, a process might always lose to some faster process, but this is often unlikely
in practice.
In Sll/sc, we declare P extra shared nodes for private use (one for each process). Array indir
acts as pointers to shared nodes, while node[mp.p] is taken as a “private” node of process p though
it is declared publicly: other processes can read it but cannot modify it. The private variable x is
intended only to determine the node under consideration, the private variable tm is intended to hold
the result of the critical computation com, if executed. If some other process successfully updates
a shared node while an active process p is copying the shared node to its “private” node, process
p will restart the inner loop, since its private view of the node is not consistent anymore. After the
assignment mp := m at line c6 , the “private” node becomes shared and the node shared previously
(which contains the old version) becomes “private”. Keep in mind that the composition of node
and indir in Sll/sc corresponds to Node in Sa.
The following theorem stated in [9] is the reduction theorem that enables us to reason about
a general lock-free algorithm to be designed on a high level than the synchronization primitives
LL/SC . It is based on the reﬁnement mapping. Its safety has been veriﬁed with PVS, see [9,13].
The liveness condition required is weak fairness of the commands c2, . . ., c7. We have not formally
proved that this is sufﬁcient. The informal proof is similar to the argument in Section 4.4, but easier.
In [9], we postulated strong fairness but that is stronger than necessary.
Theorem 3.1. The abstract system Sa deﬁned in Fig. 1 is implemented by the concrete system Sll/sc
deﬁned in Fig. 2, that is, ∃ ϕ : Sll/sc  Sa.
3.2. The lock-free implementation using CAS
We now turn our attention to the lock-free implementation using CAS, which is given by the
algorithm Sc shown in Fig. 3. This lock-free implementation is inspired by the lock-free implemen-
tation Sll/sc. The lines c2, c6 and c7 of Sll/sc correspond in Sc to the fragments from d20 to d23, from
d60 to d65, and from d70 to d71, respectively.
Just as in Section 3.1, the basic idea is to implement Node[y] by node[indir[y]] for all indices
y , to copy indir[x.p] to a private variable mi.p , and to try and use node[ mp.p] as a private copy
of Node[x.p]. Array prot serves to protect the indices that currently occur as values of indir[y]
or mp.p or mi.p . The loop from d20 to d23 serves to guarantee prot[mi.p]  1 before copying
node[mi.p] to node[ mp.p] in d30.
Command d30 is intended to copy the content of the shared node at indir[x.p] to the “private”
node at mp.p . In the commands d40 and d50, the abstract command a2 is executed tentatively on the
private copy node[ mp.p]. Since the index indir[x.p] is guarded by prot[x.p], theCAS test in d60
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succeeds if and only if no other process has modiﬁed the shared node, in which case the tentative
computation is committed by swapping indir[x.p] to mp.p . At this point, the “private” node
becomes shared and the process decrements prot[mi.p] in line d61 since mi.p no longer refers to
a shared node.
When the check in line d62 ﬁnds that prot[mi.p] equals 1, this means that only this process is
holding the index, and the process can thus choose this node as its “private” node by assigning the
index to mp.p . Otherwise, the private reference mi.p must be released and a new value for mp.p
must be chosen from the unused indices in line d64. The choice is supposed to be “fair”, meaning
that in every inﬁnite sequence of choices all numbers in [1 . . . K] are chosen inﬁnitely often. When
an unused index mp.p is chosen for private use in line d64, the process increments prot[ mp.p] to
1. Therefore, no other process will regard the chosen index as unused and take that for its private
use.
In Sc, we introduce a constant K  N + 2P for the sizes of the arrays node and prot. There is
a trade-off between space and time that can be tuned by the user: large K is faster when an unused
index is chosen at line d64, but large K requires more space.
4. Correctness
In this section, we prove that the concrete system Sc implements the abstract system Sa. This
result does not depend on the correctness of the lock-free implementation Sll/sc, which was proved
in [9].
We introduce NC as the relation corresponding to command noncrit on aType × bType ×
cType and Com as the relation corresponding to command com on nodeType × bType with
results in nodeType × cType. We use the abbreviation Modif V for∧v/∈V (v′ = v) to denote that
all variables that are not in the set V , are preserved by the transition, i.e., only variables in V can
be modiﬁed. A special case is the identity relation id = Modif {}. We give the logical operator ∧ a
higher priority than ∨.
4.1. Invariants
Weestablish some invariants for the concrete systemSc. They are clearly needed for the soundness
of the design and will indeed be used in the proof of the reﬁnement.
The ﬁrst invariant I1 expresses that the private indices mp of different processes differ, when the
processes are not in the search loop from d61 to d64. I2 expresses that these indices also differ from
all shared indices indir[y]. I3 expresses that these shared indices all differ from each other.
I1: p /= q ∧ pc.p /∈ [d61 . . . d64] ∧ pc.q /∈ [d61 . . . d64] ⇒ mp.p /= mp.q
I2: pc.p /∈ [d61 . . . d64] ⇒ indir[y] /= mp.p
I3: y /= z ⇒ indir[y] /= indir[z]
In the expression of invariants, free variables p and q range over [1 . . . P ], and y and z range over
[1 . . . N ]. These three invariants thus preclude unwanted interferences. The next two invariants
express that the tests in d60 and d70 correctly interpret what has happened.
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I4: pc.p = d60 ∧ mi.p = indir[x.p]
⇒ guard(node[mi.p], priv .p)
∧ ((node[mi.p], priv .p), (node[ mp.p], tm1.p)) ∈ Com
I5: pc.p = d70 ∧ mi.p = indir[x.p] ⇒ ¬guard(node[mi.p], priv .p)
The invariants I4 and I5 express that, at d60 and d70, the condition mi.p = indir[x.p] implies that
the node has been read correctly, that its value has not been changed since it was read, and that
guard , and possibly com, have been computed correctly.
To prove the invariances of I1 to I5 , we postulate
I6: prot[i] = {x ∈ [1 . . . N ] | indir[x] = i}
+{p | (pc.p /∈ [d61 . . . d64] ∧ mp.p = i) ∨ (pc.p = d61 ∧ mi.p = i)}
+{p | (pc.p ∈ [d22 . . . d71] ∧ pc.p /= d64 ∧ mi.p = i)}
I7: pc.p ∈ [d30 . . . d71] ∧ pc.p /= d64 ∧ mp.q = mi.p
⇒ pc.q ∈ [d61 . . . d64]
I8: pc.p ∈ [d40 . . . d50] ∧ mi.p = indir[x.p]
⇒ node[mi.p] = node[ mp.p]
I9: pc.p = d50 ⇒ guard(node[ mp.p], priv .p)
In I6 , V stands for the number of elements of a set V , and the free variable i ranges over [1 . . . K].
Invariant I6 precisely describes the counter prot[i] for all i. Notice that I6 implies prot[i]  K
for all i. Invariant I7 implies that process p cannot read the “private" node of another process q.
Invariant I8 indicates that the private copymade in line d30 is correct as long asmi.p = indir[x.p]
and p does not execute d50. Invariant I9 provides the precondition when process p arrives at line d50.
4.2. Formalizing the algorithms
The invariants above may look reasonable, but are difﬁcult to verify convincingly by hand. We
therefore formalized the setting and used the proof assistant PVS to verify the algorithm, the above
invariants, and the reﬁnement mapping that is presented below.
For the formalization of Sa, we specify
0 = (Node[1 . . . N ], pub) ,
a = 0 × (opc)× (pc, x, priv , tm)P .
By this we mean that the observable state space 0 is spanned by the shared variables Node and
pub, that the private state spaces are spanned by the variables pc, x, priv , and tm, and that the
abstract state space a is the Cartesian product of 0, the space spanned by opc, and the private
state spaces. The observation function a : a → 0 removes opc and the private variables.
The abstract next state relation is deﬁned by Na = id ∪⋃p Na.p where Na.p = Na1 .p ∪ Na2 .p
and
(s, t) ∈ Na1 .p ≡ pc.p = a1 ∧ pc′.p = a2∧ Modif {pub, priv .p , pc.p , x.p}
∧ ((pub, priv .p , tm.p), (pub, priv .p , x.p)′) ∈ NC
(s, t) ∈ Na2 .p ≡ pc.p = a2 ∧ pc′.p = a1 ∧ opc′ = opc + 1 ∧
(guard(Node[x.p], priv .p) ∧ Modif {pc.p , Node[x.p], tm.p}
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∧ ((Node[x.p], priv .p), (Node[x.p], tm.p)′) ∈ Com
∨ ¬guard(Node[x.p], priv .p) ∧ Modif {pc.p}).
The initial conditions a and the liveness property La are given in Fig. 1.
We turn to the formalization of Fig. 3. In order to prove that the concrete system implements
liveness condition La of Fig. 1, we extend the concrete code of Fig. 3 with the auxiliary variable opc
which is modiﬁed (incremented with 1) at all points indicated with goto d10.
We deﬁne c = shared × privstateP where
shared = (node[1 . . . K], indir[1 . . . N ], prot[1 . . . K], pub,opc) , and
privstate = (pc, x, mp, mi , suc, priv , tm, tm1) .
Again, this means that these state spaces are spanned by the variables listed. The observation func-
tion c : c → 0 is deﬁned by
c(s) = (s.node ◦ s.indir, s.pub) ∈ 0
The projection function thus removes all private variables, as well as prot and opc, and treats
node[indir[y]] as an alias of Node[y].
The concrete next state relation is deﬁned by Nc = id ∪⋃p Nd .p where Nd .p =
∨
10i71 Ndi .p .
For the theoremprover,weneeded todeﬁne all relationsNdi .p .Here,weonly provide the description
of concrete transitions d60 and d64:
(s, t) ∈ Nd60 .p ≡ pc.p = d60 ∧
(indir[x.p] = mi.p ∧ pc′.p = d61 ∧ (indir[x.p])′ = mp.p
∧ tm′.p = tm1.p ∧ Modif {pc.p ,indir[x.p], tm.p}
∨ indir[x.p] /= mi.p ∧ pc′.p = d65 ∧ Modif {pc.p}) .
(s, t) ∈ Nd64 .p ≡ pc.p = d64 ∧ ∃ k ∈ [1 . . . K] :
( prot[k] = 0 ∧ pc′.p = d10 ∧ ( prot[k])′ = 1 ∧ mp′.p = k
∧ opc′ = opc + 1 ∧ Modif {pc.p , prot[k], mp.p}
∨ prot[k] /= 0 ∧ Modif {}).
This concludes the formalization of the transition system and the observation function of Fig. 3. The
invariants of Section 4.1 were veriﬁed with this formalization in PVS. We postpone the treatment
of the liveness property to Section 4.4.
4.3. Reﬁnement
Wenow construct a reﬁnementmapping ϕ : Sc  Sa to prove that Sc implements Sa. On the state
spaces, function ϕ : c → a is constructed by showing how each component of a is generated
from components in c:
Nodea[y] = nodec[indirc[y]],
pca.p = (pcc.p = d10 ∨ pcc.p ∈ [d61 . . . d64] ∨ (pcc.p = d71 ∧ suc.p)?
a1 : a2),
where the subscript indicates the system a variable belongs to. The remaining variables of a (buf,
priv , x, tm, opc) are identical to the variables occurring in c.
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We now need to verify the four conditions for reﬁnement mappings of Section 2.2. The veriﬁca-
tion of condition 1 follows immediately from the deﬁnitions of  and ϕ. Conditions 2 and 3 have
been veriﬁed with PVS. Condition 2 follows directly from the deﬁnitions of ϕ and . For most of
the transitions, the veriﬁcation of condition 3 is also easy. Here, we examine in detail only transition
d60.
Transition d60 executed by process p is split into two cases according to whether indir[x.p] =
mi.p holds in the precondition.
This gives rise to the following two veriﬁcation conditions:
(1) ∀ s, t ∈ c : indir[x.p] = mi.p ∧ (s, t) ∈ Nd60 .p ⇒ (ϕ(s),ϕ(t)) ∈ Na2 .p .
Using invariant I4, we obtain the following relation holds between the concrete states s
and t:
pc.p = d60 ∧ pc′.p = d61 ∧ guard(node[indir[x.p]], priv .p)
∧ ((node[indir[x.p]], priv .p), (node[indir[x.p]], tm.p)′) ∈ Com
∧ Modif {indir[x.p], pc.p , tm.p}.
This corresponds to the following relation holds between the abstract states ϕ(s) and ϕ(t):
pc.p = a2 ∧ pc′.p = a1 ∧ guard(Node[x.p], priv .p)
∧ ((Node[x.p], priv.p), (Node[x.p], tmi.p)′) ∈ Com
∧ Modif {Node[x.p], pc.p , tm.p}.
We then conclude that (ϕ(s),ϕ(t)) ∈ Na2 .p .
(2) ∀ s, t ∈ c : indir[x.p] /= mi.p ∧ (s, t) ∈ Nd60 .p ⇒ (ϕ(s),ϕ(t)) ∈ Na0 .p .
We obtain the following relation holds between the concrete states s and t:
pc.p = d60 ∧ pc′.p = d65 ∧ Modif {pc.p}.
This corresponds to the following relation holds between the abstract states ϕ(s) and ϕ(t):
pc.p = a2 ∧ pc′.p = a2 ∧ Modif {pc.p}.
We then conclude that (ϕ(s),ϕ(t)) ∈ Na0 .p .
4.4. Progress of the CAS implementation of the pattern
Condition 4 of Section 2.2 is veriﬁed as follows. We ﬁrst prove that, analogously to the liveness
condition La of Fig. 1, the system of Fig. 3 satisﬁes the liveness property:
Lc : ∀p ∈ [1 . . . P ], n ∈  : (opc = n ∧ pc.p /= d10 ⇒ ♦(opc > n)) .
For this purpose, we use the liveness conditions of Fig. 3 that the commands d20, . . . , d71 are treated
under weak fairness and that, in every inﬁnite sequence of choices at line d64, all numbers in [1 . . . K]
are chosen inﬁnitely often.
We ﬁrst note that opc, the number of completed operations, never decreases. Therefore, if it does
not increase inﬁnitely often, it eventually remains constant. Now consider a weakly fair execution
of Fig. 3 in which eventually opc remains constant while some processes are not at d10. Because
of weak fairness, these processes cycle each in one of the following three loops: the big loop d20–
d65–d71, the small loop d20–d23, or the small loop at d64. Whenever a process p is sent back to d20,
the value of indir[x.p] has been changed. This only happens when some process executes CAS at
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d60 successfully. When a process executes CAS at d60 successfully, it goes to d61. Since opc remains
constant, this process enters and remains in the loop at d64. It follows that, in this execution, all
processes end up either idling in d10 or looping in d64.
To formalize this argument, we consider the state function
F = {p | pc.p ∈ {d21 . . . d70} ∧ mi.p = indir[x.p]}
+ {p | pc.p = d71 ∧ suc.p}
+ (P − 1) · {p | pc.p ∈ {d61 . . . d64} } + (P + 1) · opc
Function F never decreases. In particular, notice that, when some process q modiﬁes indir[x.q],
the third summand increases with P − 1 and the ﬁrst summand cannot decrease with more than
P − 1. Function F increases whenever some process executes d20 or increments opc and goes back
to d10. For every process p , we also consider the state function G.p given by
pc.p = dj ⇒ G.p = (j = 20 ? 72 : j)
Apart from the steps at d20 and d64 and the jumps back to d10, function G.p increases at every
step of process p . It never decreases more than 61. It follows that the sum H = 62 · F +∑p G.p
never decreases, and that H increases at every step apart from the looping step at d64. In an execu-
tion in which opc becomes constant, function H also becomes constant since H  A · opc + B for
some constants A and B. Therefore, eventually, none of the steps dj with j /= 64 is taken anymore.
Since the steps dj with j /= 10 are taken with weak fairness, it follows that, then, all steps dj with
j /= 10 and j /= 64 are disabled. This implies that all processes are at d10 and d64.
Now invariant I6 implies that there is an index i with prot[i] = 0, and since all processes are
at d10 and d64, this index i can be kept constant. Since the choice in d64 is fair, some process will
eventually choose index i, succeed and increment opc. This proves liveness condition Lc.
We ﬁnally verify condition 4 of Section 2.2 as follows. Let  be a behavior of Sc. We have to
prove that ϕ ◦  satisﬁes La. Let p be a process number and n ∈  with pca.p /= a1 and opc = n at
some state in ϕ ◦ . The corresponding state of  satisﬁes pcc.p /= d10 and opc = n. Now Lc implies
that opc > n at some later state of . Therefore, also, opc > n at some later state of ϕ ◦ .
This concludes the proof of our reduction theorem for the lock-free implementation using CAS:
Theorem 4.1.The abstract system Sa deﬁned in Fig. 1 is implemented by the concrete system Sc deﬁned
in Fig. 3, that is, ∃ϕ : Sc  Sa.
5. Conclusions
Lock-free algorithms offer signiﬁcant reliability and performance advantages over conventional
lock-based implementations. Many machines provide either CAS or LL/SC , but not both. CAS is
a weaker atomic primitive than LL/SC in the sense that there is a cheap and easy lock-free imple-
mentation ofCAS with LL/SC while the implementations of LL/SC based onCAS either give space
overhead [16], or require unbounded version numbers [6,23] for theoretical correctness.
This paper presents a general lock-free pattern based on CAS without giving space overhead or
requiring unbounded version numbers. The lock-free pattern makes it easier to develop the lock-
free implementations of any data structures. It is a CAS variation of Herlihy’s LL/SC methodology
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for lock-free transformation. It clearly shows that CAS is sufﬁcient for practical implementations
of lock-free data structures.
We present the lock-free pattern as a reduction theorem. Application of this theorem simpli-
ﬁes the veriﬁcation effort for lock-free algorithms since fewer invariants are required and some
invariants are easier to discover and easier to formulate without considering the internal structure
of the ﬁnal implementation. Apart from verifying the safety properties, we have also formalized
the liveness property associated to lock-freedom, and informally proved that it follows from weak
fairness.
Formal veriﬁcation is desirable because there could be subtle bugs as the complexity of algo-
rithms increases. To ensure our proof is not ﬂawed, we used the higher-order interactive theorem
prover PVS for mechanical support. All invariants as well as the conditions 2 and 3 of the reﬁne-
ment mapping ϕ have been veriﬁed with PVS. We felt that using PVS to prove the liveness does
not give enough advantages over the handwritten proof to justify the investment and the delay
in publication. We therefore defer a PVS proof of the liveness to future work. For the complete
mechanical proof of safety, we refer the reader to [13].
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